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Abstract—A fully dynamic three-layer active con-
strained layer (ACL) beam is modeled for cantilevered
boundary conditions by using a thorough variational
approach. The Rao-Nakra thin compliant layer assump-
tions are adopted to model the sandwich structure,
and all magnetic effects for the piezoelectric layers
are retained. The piezoelectric layers are activated by
two different voltage sources. When there are no “me-
chanical” boundary forces acting in the longitudinal
direction, it is shown that the system with certain
parameter combinations is not uniformly strongly sta-
bilizable by the B∗−type feedback controller, which
is the total current accumulated at the electrodes for
the piezoelectric layers. However, as the magnetic ef-
fects are ignored (electrostatic assumption), the closed-
loop system with all mechanical feedback controllers is
shown to be uniformly exponentially stable.
Index Terms—active constrained layer beam; smart
sandwich beam, piezoelectric beam, Rao-Nakra beam,
voltage controller, boundary feedback stabilization.
I. Introduction
An active constrained layer (ACL) composite beam
consists of two piezoelectric layers and a constrained
viscoelastic layer. Each piezoelectric layer is actuated
by different voltage sources. When the electrodes of the
piezoelectric layers are subjected to voltage sources, they
shrink or extend, and therefore, the whole ACL compos-
ite shrinks/extends or bends. Accurately modeling the
composite requires certain mechanical and electrical (and
magnetic) assumptions for each layer. The middle layer
is modeled by classical Mindlin-Timoshenko assumptions
and the stiff piezoelectric layers are modeled by the Euler-
bernoulli assumptions. Piezoelectric layers are tradition-
ally modeled through the electrostatic assumption, and
all dynamic electrical effects and magnetic effects due
to Maxwell’s equations are ruled out, i.e. see [19], and
the references therein. Since an ACL composite includes
a piezoelectric layer, the corresponding models use the
electrostatic assumption as well [22]. The reduced model
([1], [7], [18]) is mostly either a Mead-Marcus-type [8] or
a Rao-Nakra-type model [16]. For example, [1] obtained
a Mead-Marcus type model by neglecting the rotational
inertia terms for the longitudinal dynamics and rotational
inertia for the bending dynamics. All of these models
reduce to the classical counterparts as in ([3], [5], [8]) once
the piezoelectric strain is taken to be zero. On the other
hand, the model obtained in [18] through a consistent
variational approach is more like a Rao-Nakra-type [16].
As the electrostatic assumption is adopted, it can be
easily shown that a single piezoelectric beam model is ex-
actly controllable and uniformly exponentially stabilizable
for the B∗−type mechanical feedback, velocity of the beam
at one end. The same type of phenomenon is observed
for the ACL composite. For example in [1], it is shown
that the time derivative of the energy is nonnegative as
a mechanical damping is injected through the boundary
of the piezoelectric layer. See other control strategies i.e.
in [20], and the references therein. However, even in the
case of a single piezoelectric beam, as the dynamic effects
are kept, a strongly coupled wave system is obtained
for which it is shown that the model is not controllable
and not uniformly exponentially stabilizable for almost all
combinations of material parameters with the B∗−type
feedback, i.e. the total current at the electrodes [10].
In fact, there are no other feedback controllers to make
system uniformly exponentially stable. It is worthwhile to
mention that the closed-loop system obtained by supplying
voltage to the electrodes and feeding back the total current
is much easier and physical in terms of practical applica-
tions since measuring the total current at the electrodes is
easier than measuring displacements or the velocity of the
composite at one end of the beam, i.e. see ([2], [9]). In fact,
with the same feedback controller, explicit polynomial
decay estimates are obtained for more regular initial data
[12]. These results for a single piezoelectric beam indicate
that a similar type of controllability characteristics may
be observed for composites involving piezoelectric layers,
i.e. the closed-loop system for an ACL composite with
a similar type of input-output mentioned above may be
more physical, and moreover, the ACL composite beam
models with the magnetic effects may lack stabilizabil-
ity/controllability for some choices of their parameters.
To our knowledge, magnetic effects are ignored for any
smart composite involving a piezoelectric layer. In this
paper, a novel modeling strategy is proposed to obtain
models of an ACL composite with/without the magnetic
effects by using the Rao-Nakra assumptions [16]. We
further let the weight and the stiffness of the middle layer
go to zero, i.e. see [4], to obtain reduced models which are
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2the perturbations of the original models. Therefore, our
models differ from the classical counterparts substantially
not only due the inclusion of the magnetic effects but also
due to the simplicity of the coupling between the longitudi-
nal and bending dynamics, i.e. see ([1], [7]). A preliminary
model has recently been obtained for an ACL composite
with a single piezoelectric layer [13]. In the modeling
process, more attention is paid to the piezoelectric layers
by using the full set of Maxwell’s equations to incorporate
the magnetic effects. We prove the lack of uniform strong
stabilization with the B∗−type feedback in the case where
the mechanical boundary forces for the longitudinal dy-
namics are removed. Next, we consider the model without
magnetic effects. This model is reduced to the “non-
smart” Rao-Nakra composite [4]. To our knowledge, the
boundary feedback stabilization or exact controllability
for the clamped-free Rao-Nakra beam model were never
considered in the literature, i.e. see [15] and the refer-
ences therein, except the result for the clamped-hinged
boundary conditions where each equation for stretching
and bending requires only one controller. In this paper, our
results require two controllers for the bending equation. By
adopting a similar argument of [15], it is shown that the
reduced model is a compact perturbation of the decoupled
system consisting of a Rayleigh (Kirchhoff) beam equation
[17] and wave equations. Therefore the coupled system
is shown to be exponentially stable since the unique
continuation result proves that there are no eigenvalues on
the imaginary axis, see Lemma 4.2. Unlike the clamped-
hinged ACL beam [15], our result requires using the four
boundary conditions at one end which means that two
controllers are essential to control the bending motion for
the smart beam.
II. Modeling Preliminaries
Consider an ACL beam occupying the region Ω =
Ωxy × (0, h) = [0, L]× [−b, b]× (0, h) at equilibrium where
Ωxy is a smooth bounded domain in the plane. The total
thickness h is assumed to be small in comparison to the
dimensions of Ωxy. The beam consists of two piezoelectric
layers and a complaint layer. The layers are indexed from
1 to 3 from the bottom piezoelectric layer to the top
piezoelectric layer, respectively. Now we let 0 = z0 <
z1 < z2 < z3 = h, with hi = zi − zi−1, i = 1, 2, 3.
We use the rectangular coordinates (x, y) to denote points
in Ωxy, and (X, z) to denote points in Ω = ΩB ∪Ωve ∪ΩT,
where ΩB = Ωxy × (z0, z1),Ωve = Ωxy × (z1, z2), and
ΩT = Ωxy× (z2, z3) are the reference configurations of the
bottom piezoelectric, viscoelastic, and top piezoelectric
layers, respectively.
For (x, y, z) ∈ Ω, let U(x, y, z) = (U1, U2, U3)(x, y, z)
denote the displacement vector of the point (from ref-
erence configuration). In order to obtain a beam the-
ory, all displacements are assumed to be independent of
y−coordinate, and U2 ≡ 0. The transverse displacements
is w(x, y, z) = U3(x) = wi(x) for any i and x ∈ [0, L].
Define ui(x, y, z) = U1(x, 0, zi) = ui(x) for i = 0, 1, 2, 3
and for all x ∈ (0, L).
We use the standard sandwich beam assumptions to
model the ACL beams. The modified constitutive equa-
tions for the piezoelectric layers are{
T i11 = αiS
(i)
11 − γiβiDi3, Ei1 = βi1Di1
Ei3 = −γiβiSi11 + βiDi3, i = 1, 3
(1)
where T, S,D,E, c11, γ, , and β; are stress tensor, strain
tensor, electrical displacement vector, electric field in-
tensity vector, elastic stiffness coefficients, piezoelectric
coefficients, permittivity coefficients, impermittivity coef-
ficients, and αi = αi1 + (γi)2βi, αi1 = ci11, α2 = c211
and γi = γi31, γi1 = γi15, βi = 1εi33 , β
i
1 = 1εi11 , and the
middle layer is T11 = α21S11, T13 = 2G2S13 where G2
is the shear modulus of the viscoelastic layer, and refer to
([13], [19]) for the description of piezoelectric and elasticity
coefficients. Defining zˆi = z
i−1+zi
2 , the strain components
for the viscoelastic layer, and the piezoelectric layers are
respectively given by
S11 = ∂v
2
∂x − (z − zˆi)∂ψ
2
∂x , S13 =
1
2
(
ψ2 + wx
)
= 12φ2,
Si11 = ∂v
i
∂x − (z − zˆi)∂
2w
∂x2 , S
i
13 = 0, i = 1, 3, (2)
ψi = ui−ui−1hi , φ
i = ψi + wx, vi = u
i−1+ui
2 (3)
where i = 1, 2, 3, and in particular, φ1 = φ3 = 0, ψ1 =
ψ3 = −wx, φ2 = ψ2 + wx. Here ψi can be viewed as the
total rotation angles of the deformed filament within the
ith layer in the x − z plane, and φi represent the shear
angles within each layer, and vi represent the longitudinal
displacements of the center line of the ith layer. For details
of the constitutive equations and parameters, the reader
may refer to ([4], [10], or [13]).
Inclusion of the electrical kinetic energy for the
piezoelectric layers: Let Bi be the magnetic field Bi(x)
for the ith piezoelectric layer for i = 1, 3, and have the only
nonzero component Bi2(x). Assume also that the electric
field of the ith piezoelectric layer Ei1 = 0, and thus Di1 = 0.
Assuming that Di3 does not vary in the thickness direc-
tion Di3(x, z, t) = Di3(x, t), it follows from the Ampe´re-
Maxwell equation that Bi2 = −µi
∫ x
0 D˙
i
3(ξ, z, t) dξ where
µi is the magnetic permeability of the ith layer. Now
we define pi :=
∫ x
0 D
i
3(ξ, t) dξ to be the total electric
charge at point x. The magnetic energy for the ith layer
is Bi = µ
i
2
∫
Ω
(
p˙i
)2
dX.
Assume that the beam is subject to a distribution of
boundary forces (g˜1, g˜3, g˜) along its edge x = L, see [6]. Let
V T(t) and VB(t) be the voltages applied at the electrodes
of the piezoelectric layers, respectively. Then the total
work done by all mechanical and electrical external forces
is
W =
∫ L
0
(−(p1)xVB − (p3)xV T) dx+ g1v1(L)
+g3v3(L) + gw(L)−Mwx(L). (4)
where M = m1 +m3, gi =
∫ zi
zi−1
g˜i dz, g =
∫ h
0 g˜ dz, m
i =∫ zi
zi−1
(z − zˆi)g˜i dz for i = 1, 3. The modified Lagrangian
for the ACL beam is L =
∫ T
0 [K− (P+E) +B+W] dt
where K =
∑3
i=1 Ki, P + E = P2 +
∑
i=1,3(Pi + Ei),
3and B = B1 +B3 are the kinetic energy, the total stored
energy, and the magnetic energy of the beam [10],
K = 12
∫ L
0
∑
i=1,3
ρihi(v˙i)2
+
∑
i=1,3
ρihi
 w˙2
+ρ2h2(ψ˙2)2 + (ρ1h1 + ρ3h3) w˙2x
]
dx,
P+E = 12
∫ L
0
[
α2h2
(
(v2x)2 +
h22
12(ψx)
2
)
+G2h2
(
φ2
)2 + ∑
i=1,3
(
αihi
(
(vix)2 +
h2i
12(wxx)
2
)
−2γiβihivixpix + βihi(pix)2
)]
dx,
B = 12
∫ L
0
∑
i=1,3
(
µihi(p˙i)2
)
dx (5)
where ρi is the volume density of the i−th layer. Refer to
([4], [10]) for the details.
III. Rao-Nakra model and Hamilton’s Principle
By using (3), {v2, ψ2} can be written as functions of
{w, v1, v3}. Thus, we choose only {w, v1, v3} as the state
variables. Let H = h1+2h2+h32 . Application of Hamil-
ton’s principle by using cantilevered boundary conditions
and by setting the variation of admissible displacements
{v1, v3, p1, p3, w} of L to zero yields a highly coupled equa-
tions for bending and stretching of the whole composite.
Thus, we study the thin compliant layer Rao-Nakra model
by letting ρ2, α2 → 0 :
ρihiv¨
i − αihivixx + γiβihipixx + κ(i)G2φ2 = 0,
µihip¨
i − βihipixx + γiβihivixx = 0, i = 1, 3,
mw¨ −K1w¨xx +K2wxxxx −G2Hφ2x = 0,
φ2 = 1h2
(−v1 + v3 +Hwx)
(6)
with the boundary and initial conditions for i = 1, 3
vi(0) = pi(0), αihivix(L)− γiβihipix(L) = gi(t),
β1h1p
1
x(L)− γ1β1h1v1x(L) = −VB(t)
β3h3p
3
x(L)− γ3β3h3v3x(L) = −V T(t)
w(0) = wx(0) = 0, K2wxx(L) = −M(t)
K1w¨x(L)−K2wxxx(L) +G2Hφ2(L) = g(t)
(v1, v3, p1, p3, w, v˙1, v˙3, p˙1, p˙3, w˙)(x, 0)
= (v10 , v30 , p10, p30, w0, v11 , v31 , p11, p31, w1)
(7)
where κ(i) = sgn(i−2),m = ∑3i=1 ρihi,K1 = ρ1h3112 + ρ3h3312 ,
and K2 = α
1h31
12 +
α3h33
12 . Note that, different from a single
piezoelectric model, the voltage controls V T(t) and VB(t)
strongly couple the stretching and bending equations due
the shear effect φ2 of the middle layer.
Note that the role of the longitudinally applied mechan-
ical boundary feedback controllers g1 and g3 are crucial
to obtain a uniform exponential stabilization result (one
control for each equation). However, once the mechanical
boundary controllers for the stretching equations are re-
moved, i.e. g1, g3 ≡ 0, the system is not even strongly
stable by the B∗−type feedback for certain choices of
material parameters. For i = 1, 3 define
ζi± =
√
(γi)2µi
αi1
+ µi
βi
+ ρi
αi1
±
√(
(γi)2µi
αi1
+ µi
βi
+ ρi
αi1
)2
− 4ρiµi
βiαi1
√
2
bi± =
1
2
γi + αi1
γiβi
− ρi
γiµi
±
√(
γi + α
1
i
γiβi
− ρi
γiµi
)2
+ 4ρi
µi

where ζ+, ζ−, b−, b+ 6= 0, b− 6= b+, ζ+ 6= ζ− with ζ+ζ− =√
ρiµi
βiαi1
, b−b+ = ρiµi . Let two piezoelectric beams have the
same material properties, i.e. α11 = α31, γ1 = γ3, etc. Under
no mechanical longitudinal forces g1 = g3 ≡ 0, we have the
following result:
Theorem 3.1: The system (6)-(7) with g1, g3 ≡ 0 is
not strongly stable by the feedback, i.e. V T(t) = s3p˙
3(L)
2h3 ,
VB(t) = s1p˙
1(L)
2h1 , M(t) = −k1w˙x(L) and g(t) = k2w˙(L) for
s1, s2, k1, k2 > 0 if
ζi+
ζi−
= 2ni−12mi−1 for some mi, ni ∈ N, i =
1, 3.
Proof: We prove that there are eigenvalues on the imag-
inary axis. Consider the eigenvalue problem corresponding
to (6)-(7) with λ = ıτ : α
i
1hiv
i
xx − γiβihipixx − κ(i)G2φ2 = −τ2ρihizi,
βihip
i
xx − γiβihivixx = −τ2µihipi, i = 1, 3,
−K2wxxxx +G2Hφ2x = −τ2(mw −K1wxx),
(8)
with the overdetermined boundary conditions∣∣w = wx = vi = pi∣∣x=0 = ∣∣vix = pix = pi∣∣x=L = 0,
w(L) = wx(L) = wxx(L) = wxxx(L) = 0, i = 1, 3. (9)
Let w(x) ≡ 0 and
vi(x) = ki1
ai+b
i
+ sin (ai−x)− a−bi− sin (ai+x)
ai+a
i−(bi+ − bi−)
+ki2
−ai+ sin (ai−x) + ai− sin (ai+x)
ai+a
i−(bi+ − bi−)
,
pi(x) = ki1
(ai+ sin (ai−x)− ai− sin (ai+x))b1b2
ai+a
i−(bi+ − bi−)
+ki2
ai−b
i
+ sin (ai+x)− ai+bi− sin (ai−x)
ai+a
i−(bi+ − bi−)
where ai+ = τζi+ =
(2ni−1)pi
2L , a
i
− = τζi− =
(2mi−1)pi
2L for some mi, ni ∈ N, i = 1, 3,
ki1 =
ai−b
i
+ sin (a
i
+L)−ai+bi− sin (ai−L)
ai+a
i
−(bi+−bi−)
, and ki2 =
− (a
i
+ sin (a
i
−L)−ai− sin (ai+L))bi+bi−
ai+a
i
−(bi+−bi−)
. Here v1 = v3, p1 = p3, w ≡
0, φ2 ≡ 0, and (v1, v3, p1, p3, w) is the non-trivial solution
of eigenvalue problem (8)-(9). This implies that there are
eigenvalues on the imaginary axis;
{
± ıa
i
+
ζi+
,± ıa
i
−
ζi−
}
. The
conclusion follows. 
IV. Stabilization without magnetic effects
First, assume that the magnetic energy for each layer
is zero, i.e. Bi = 0, and so, p¨1 = p¨3 ≡ 0 in (10). The
4electrostatic model is the well-known Rao-Nakra model in
[4]. The boundary stabilization problem is well studied in
[15] for the multi-layer beam clamped at the left end and
hinged at the right end.
Finally, for k1, k2, s1, s3 > 0, analogous to [6] and [17],
we consider the following system
ρihiv¨
i − αi1hivixx + κ(i)G2φ2 = 0, i = 1, 3,
mw¨ −K1w¨xx +K2wxxxx −G2Hφ2x = 0,
φ2 = 1h2
(−v1 + v3 +Hwx) (10)
with the boundary and initial conditions
vi(0) = w(0) = wx(0) = 0, K2wxx(L) = −k1w˙x(L)
αi1hiv
i
x(L) = −siγiv˙i(L), i = 1, 3,
K1w¨x(L)−K2wxxx(L) +G2Hφ2(L) = k2w˙(L)
(v1, v3, w, v˙1, v˙3, w˙)(x, 0) = (v10 , v30 , w0, v11 , v31 , w1).(11)
Semigroup well-posedness: Define H1L(0, L) = {ψ ∈
H1(0, L) : ψ(0) = 0}, H2L(0, L) = {ψ ∈ H2(0, L) : ψ(0) =
ψx(0) = 0}, and the complex linear spaces
X = L2(0, L), V =
(
H1L(0, L)
)2 ×H2L(0, L),
H = X2 ×H1L(0, L), H = V×H.
so that V ⊂ H ⊂ X3 ⊂ H′ ⊂ V′. The natural energy
associated with (10)-(11) is
E(t) = 12
∫ L
0
∑
i=1,3
(
ρihi|v˙i|2 + αi1hi|vix|2
)
+m|w˙|2
+K1|w˙x|2 +K2|wxx|2 +G2h2|φ2|2
}
dx. (12)
This motivates definition of the inner product on H〈 u1...
u6
 ,
 v1...
v6
〉
H
=
〈[
u4
u5
u6
]
,
[
v4
v5
v6
]〉
H
+
〈[
u1
u2
u3
]
,
[
v1
v2
v3
]〉
V
=
∫ L
0
{
ρ1h1u4 ˙¯v4 + ρ3h3u5 ˙¯v5 +mu˙6 ˙¯v6 +K1(u6)x(v¯6)x
+α11h1(u1)x(v¯1)x + α31h3(u2)x(v¯2)x +K2(u3)xx(v¯3)xx
+G2
h2
(−u1 + u2 +H(u3)x)(−v¯1 + v¯2 +H(v¯3)x)
}
dx.
Obviously, 〈 , 〉H does indeed define an inner product, with
the induced energy norm since the term ‖ − u1 + u2 +
H(u4)x‖L2(0,L) is coercive, see [4] for the details.
Let ~y = (v1, v3, w) be the smooth solution of the
system of (10)-(11). Assuming the homogenous problem,
all external forces are zero, multiplying the equations in
(10) by y˜1, y˜3,∈ H1L(0, L) and y˜ ∈ H2L(0, L), respectively,
and integrating by parts yields∫ L
0
(
ρihiv¨
iy˜i + αi1hivix(y˜i)x + κ(i)G2φ2y˜i
)
dx
+siv˙i(L)y˜i(L) = 0, i = 1, 3,∫ L
0
(
mw¨y˜ +K1w¨xy˜x +K2wxxy˜xx −G2Hφ2xy˜x
)
dx
+k1w˙x(L)y˜x(L) + k2w˙(L)y˜(L) = 0. (13)
Now define the linear operators
〈Ay, ψ〉V′×V = (y, ψ)V×V,∀y, ψ ∈ V〈
B0~y, ~ψ
〉
H′×H
=
[
02×1
k2y3(L)ψ3(L)
]
,∀~y, ~ψ ∈ H
〈
D0~y, ~ψ
〉
H′×H
=
 s1y1(L)ψ1(L)s3y2(L)ψ2(L)
k1(y3)x(L)(ψ3)x(L)
 ,∀~y, ~ψ ∈ V. (14)
Let M : H1L(0, L) → (H1L(0, L))′ be a linear operator
defined by〈Mψ, ψ˜〉(H1
L
(0,L))′,H1
L
(0,L) =
∫ L
0
(mψ ˜¯ψ +K1ψx ˜¯ψx)dx. (15)
From the Lax-Milgram theorem M and A are canonical
isomorphisms from H1L(0, L) onto (H1L(0, L))′ and from
V onto V ′, respectively. Assume that Ay ∈ V ′, then
we can formulate the variational equation above into
the following form My¨ + Ay + D0y˙ + B0y˙ = 0 where
M = [ρ1h1I ρ3h3I M] is an isomorphism from H onto
H′. Next we introduce the linear unbounded operator by
A : Dom(A)× V ⊂ H → H (16)
where A =
[
O3×3 −I3×3
M−1A M−1D0
]
with Dom(A) =
{(~z, ~˜z) ∈ V × V,A~z ∈ V′}, and if Dom(A)′ is the dual of
Dom(A) pivoted with respect to H, we define the control
operator B
B ∈ L(C,Dom(A)′), with B =
[
03×1
M−1B0
]
. (17)
Writing ϕ = [v1, v3, w, v˙1, v˙3, w˙]T, the control system
(10)-(11) with the feedback controllers can be put into
the state-space form
ϕ˙+Aϕ+Bϕ = 0, ϕ(x, 0) = ϕ0. (18)
Lemma 4.1: The operator A defined by (16) is maximal
monotone in the energy space H, and Range(I +A) = H.
Proof: Let ~z =
[
~z1
~z2
]
∈ Dom(A). A simple calculation
using integration by parts and the boundary conditions
yields
〈A~z, ~z〉H×H =
〈[
−~z2
M−1(A~z1 +D0~z2)
]
,
[
~z1
~z2
]〉
H
= 〈−~z2, ~z1〉V×V +
〈
M−1 (A~z1 +D0~z2) , ~z2
〉
H×H
= −〈A~z1, ~z2〉V ′×V + 〈A~z1 +D0~z2, ~z2〉H′×H . (19)
Since ~z ∈ Dom(A), then A~z1 +D0~z2 ∈ V ′ and ~z2 ∈ V so
that
〈A~z1 +D0~z2, ~z2〉H′×H = 〈A~z1 +D0~z2, ~z2〉V ′×V
= 〈A~z1, ~z2〉V ′×V + 〈D0z2, ~z2〉V ′×V . (20)
Hence plugging (20) in (19) yields Re 〈A~z, ~z〉H×H =
〈D0~z2, ~z2〉V ′×V ≥ 0 by (14). We next verify the range
condition. Let ~z =
[
~z1
~z2
]
∈ H. We prove that there
exists a ~y =
[
~y1
~y2
]
∈ Dom(A) such that (I +A)~y = ~z. A
5simple computation shows that proving this is equivalent
to proving Range(M + A + D0) = H ′, i.e., for every
~f ∈ H ′ there exists a unique solution ~z ∈ H such that
(M +A+D0)~z = ~f. This obviously follows from the Lax
Milgram’s theorem. 
Proposition 4.1: The operator B is a monotone compact
operator on H.
Proof: Let
[
~y
~z
]
∈ H. Then
〈
B
[
~y
~z
]
,
[
~y
~z
]〉
H
=
k2|z3(L)|2. The compactness follows from the fact that
M−1 is a canonical isomorphism from H to H′, and the
fact that B is a rank-one operator, hence compact from H
to H′. 
A. Description of Dom(A)
Proposition 4.2: Let ~u = (~y, ~z)T ∈ H. Then ~u ∈
Dom(A) if and only if the following conditions hold:
~y ∈ (H2(0, L) ∩ H1L(0, L))2 × (H3(0, L) ∩ H2L(0, L)), ~z ∈
V such that (y1)x = (y2)x = (y4)xx |x=L = 0. Moreover,
the resolvent of A is compact in the energy space H.
Proof: Let ~˜u =
(
~˜y
~˜z
)
∈ H and ~u =
(
~y
~z
)
∈ Dom(A)
such that A~u = ~˜u. Then we have −~z = ~˜y ∈ V, A~y +
D0z = M~˜z, and therefore,
〈~y, ~ϕ〉V =
〈
~˜z, ~ϕ
〉
H
for all ~ϕ ∈ V. (21)
Let ~ψ = [ψ1, ψ2, ψ3]T ∈ (C∞0 (0, L))4. We define ϕi = ψi
for i = 1, 2, and ϕ3 =
∫ x
0 ψ3(s)ds. Since ~ϕ ∈ V, inserting
~ϕ into the above equation yields∫ L
0
{−α11h1(y1)xxψ¯1 − α31h1(y2)xxψ¯2 −K2(y3)xxxψ¯3
+G2
h2
(−y1 + y2 +H(y3)x)(−ψ¯1 + ψ¯2 +H(ψ¯3)x)
}
dx
+s1(z1)x(L)(ψ1)x(L) + s3z2(L)ψ2(L)
+k1(z3)x(L)ψ3(L) =
∫ L
0
{(∫ x
1
mz˜4ds+K1(z˜4)x
)
ψ¯4
+ρ1h1z˜1ψ¯1 + ρ3h3z˜2ψ¯2 + µh3z˜3ψ¯3
}
dx
for all ~ψ ∈ (C∞0 (0, L))3. Therefore it follows that ~y ∈
(H2(0, L) ∩H1L(0, L))2 × (H3(0, L) ∩H2L(0, L)).
Next let ~ψ ∈ H. We define
ϕi =
∫ x
0
ψi(s)ds, i = 1, . . . , 3. (22)
Obviously ~ϕ ∈ V. Then plugging (22) into (21) yields
0 = (α11h1(y1)x(1) + s1z1(L))ψ¯1(1) + α31h3(y2)x(1)
+s3z2(L)ψ¯2(1) + (k1(y3)xx(L) + k1(z3)x(L))(ψ¯3)x(L)
for all ψ ∈ H. Hence,
α11h1(y1)x(1) + s1z1(L) = α31h3(y2)x(1) + s3z2(L) = 0,
k1(y3)xx(L) + k1(z3)x(L) = 0.
Now let ~y =
[
~y1
~y2
]
∈ Dom(A) and ~z =
[
~z1
~z2
]
such
that (I + A)~y = ~z. By Proposition 4.2 and Lemma 4.1,
the compactness of the resolvent follows. 
Lemma 4.2: The eigenvalue problem{
αi1hiz
i
xx − κ(i)G2φ2 = λ2ρihizi, i = 1, 3
−K2uxxxx +G2Hφ2x = λ2(mu−K1uxx), (23)
with the overdetermined boundary conditions
u(0) = ux(0) = zi(0) = zi(L) = zix(L) = 0, i = 1, 3,
u(L) = ux(L) = uxx(L) = uxxx(L) = 0 (24)
has only the trivial solution.
Proof: Now multiply the equations in (23) by xu¯x − 3u¯,
xz¯1x − 2z¯1, and xz¯3x − 2z¯3, respectively, integrate by parts
on (0, L), and add them up:∫ L
0
{−α11h1|z1x|2 − α31h3|z3x|2 − 3ρ1h1λ2|z1|2
−3ρ3h3λ2|z3|2 − 4mλ2|u|2 − 2K1λ2|ux|2
−G2h2φ¯2(zφ2x)− 3G2h2|φ2|2 −K2u¯xxxx(xux)
+α11h1z¯1xx(xz1x) + α31h3z¯3xx(xz3x)− ρ1h1λ2z¯1(xz1x)
−ρ3h3λ2z¯3(xz3x)− λ2(mu¯−K1u¯xx)(xux)
)
dx = 0.
(25)
Now consider the conjugate eigenvalue problem corre-
sponding to (23)-(24). Now multiply the equations in the
conjugate problem by xux + 2u, xz1x + 3z1, and xz3x + 3z3,
respectively, integrate by parts on (0, L), and add them
up:∫ L
0
{
3
(
α11h1|z1x|2 + α31h3|z3x|2
)
+ 3λ¯2
(
ρ1h1|z1|2
+ρ3h3|z3|2
)
+ 2λ¯2
(
m|u|2 +K1|ux|2
)
+ 2K2|uxx|2
+G2h2φ¯2(xφ2x) + 3G2h2|φ2|2 +K2u¯xxxx(xux)
−α11h1z¯1xx(xz1x)− α31h3z¯3xx(xz3x) + ρ1h1λ¯2z¯1(xz1x)
+ρ3h3λ¯2z¯3(xz3x) + λ¯2(mu¯−K1u¯xx)(xux)
)
dx = 0.
(26)
Finally, adding (25) and (26),considering only the real part
of the expression above and all eigenvalues are located on
the imaginary axis, i.e. λ = ∓ıν, yields∫ L
0
K2|uxx|2 +mν2|u|2 + ∑
i=1,3
(αi1hi|zix|2)
 dx = 0.
This implies that u = z1 = z3 ≡ 0 by (24). In the case of
λ = 0, we have{
−φ2xx +
(
1
α11h1
+ 1
α31h3
)
φ2 = −Huxxx
−K2uxxxx +G2Hφ2x = 0,
(27)
Since the operator J = −D2x +
(
1
α11h1
+ 1
α31h3
)
I is a non-
negative operator on H2∗ (0, L) = {ψ ∈ H2(0, L) : ψ(0) =
ψx(L) = 0}, we obtain −K2uxxxx−G2H2(J−1uxxx)x = 0,
and since K2D4x +DxJ−1D3x is a positive operator on its
domain, u = φ2 = 0. And therefore, u = z1 = z3 ≡ 0.
Theorem 4.1: The semigroup generated by (A + B) is
strongly stable in H.
Proof: We know that the system is dissipative, i.e.〈
(A+B)
[
~z
~˙z
]
,
[
~z
~˙z
]〉
H
≤ 0. This result together with
Lemma 4.2 imply that there are no eigenvalues on the
imaginary axis. The conclusion follows. 
Remark 4.1: The method used to prove Lemma 4.2 is not
valid once we remove the boundary condition u(L) = 0. An
analogous result obtained in [15] was for either clamped,
6hinged, or mixed boundary conditions. It does require
u(L) = 0. The interesting question is whether Theorem 4.1
without u(L) = 0 is obtained for the case k1 6= 0, k2 ≡ 0.
Now we consider the decomposition A+B = (Ad+B)+
Aφ of the semigroup generator of the original problem (16)
where Ad+B is the semigroup generator of the decoupled
system, i.e. φ2 ≡ 0 in (10)-(11),{
ρihiv¨
i − αi1hivixx = 0, i = 1, 3,
mw¨ −K1w¨xx +K2wxxxx = 0, (28)
with the boundary and initial conditions
vi(0) = w(0) = wx(0) = 0,K2wxx(L) = −k1w˙x(L)
αi1hiv
i
x(L) = −siγiv˙i(L), i = 1, 3,
K1w¨x(L)−K2wxxx(L) = k2w˙(L). (29)
The operator Aφ : H → H is the coupling between the
layers defined as the following
Aφy =

03×1
M−1 (HG2 φ2x)
G2φ
2/(h1ρ1)
−G2φ2/(h3ρ3)
 (30)
where y = (w, u1, u3, w˜, v˜1, v˜3) and φ2 =
1
h2
(−u1 + u3 +Hux) . Let Ed(t) be natural energy
corresponding to the system (28)-(29), i.e. φ2 ≡ 0 in (12).
Theorem 4.2: Let Ad +B be the infinitesimal generator
of the semigroup corresponding to the solutions of (28)-
(11). Then the semigroup {e(Ad+B)t}t≥0 is exponentially
stable in H.
Proof: The exponential stability of the semigroup
e(Ad+B)t follows from the exponential stability of wave
equations [15] and the Rayleigh beam equation [17].
Lemma 4.3: The operator Aφ : H → H defined in (30)
is compact.
When (w, u1, u3, w˜, u˜1, u˜3) ∈ H, we have w ∈ H2L(0, L)
and u1, u3 ∈ (H1L(0, L))2, and therefore φ2 ∈ H1L(0, L).
Since M : H2L(0, L) → L2(0, L) remains an isomorphism,
the last terms in (30) satisfy M−1 (φ2x) ∈ H2L(0, L) where
φ2 ∈ H1L(0, L), and H2L(0, L) × H1L(0, L) is compactly
embedded in H1L(0, L) × (L2(0, L))2. Hence the operator
Aφ is compact in H.
Theorem 4.3: Then the semigroup {e(A+B)t}t≥0 is ex-
ponentially stable in H.
Proof: The semigroup A + B = Ad + B + Aφ is
strongly stable on H by Theorem 4.1, and the operator
Aφ is a compact in H by Lemma 4.3. Therefore, since
the semigroup generated by (Ad + B + Aφ) − Aφ is
uniformly exponentially stable in H then the semigroup
A = (Ad + B + Aφ) is uniformly exponentially stable in
H by e.g., the perturbation theorem of [21].
V. Future research
A relevant research problem under investigation is
whether we can recover the polynomial stability for certain
combinations of material properties and for more regular
initial data for the composite (8)-(9). For a single piezo-
electric beam, this question is answered in [12].
The stabilization results obtained in this paper can
be compared to the ones corresponding to the charge or
current actuation ([11], [14]).
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